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NEW! 
WAECO CFX-95DZ2
DUAL COMPARTMENT COMPRESSOR FRIDGE & FREEZER

It’s the biggest WAECO CFX ever released... featuring dual lids 

and independently controlled compartments which can run in any 

combination as fridges or freezers. It is also the first Wi-Fi enabled CFX 

with an app to monitor and control temperatures on the move.

Packed full of all the great features you have come to expect from the 

CFX range plus 22 mm wide multi-air pocket gaskets on the reversible 

lids for optimised energy efficiency at high ambient performance.

 Achieves -18ºC in both compartments 
simultaneously up to 32ºC ambient

 Genuine WAECO compressor

  Detachable and reversible lids

 Strong drop down handles

 Extra thick polyurethane insulation

 USB charging outlet

 Generous lid seal gaskets with air pockets

 Power entry with cord organiser

 Ergonomic control panel, with blue LED

 Interior multi-point LED lights, with lid open alarm

 Practical storage and easy cleaning

+ additional  
2 year 

(parts only) 
compressor
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NEW! WAECO CFX-95DZ2
DUAL COMPARTMENT COMPRESSOR FRIDGE & FREEZER

CONFIGURATION 54 L COMPARTMENT 40.5 L COMPARTMENT

1 Fridge Freezer

2 Freezer Fridge

3 Fridge Fridge

4 Freezer Freezer

5 Either compartment can be OFF whilst other in operation

Gross capacity 94.5 litres (54/40.5 litre compartments)

Voltage 12/24 & 240 v

Power consumption 1.25 Ah/h (@12 V, 5ºC interior - both compartments, 32ºC 

ambient temperature)

Dimensions W957* x H472 x D530 mm (* includes handles)

Weight 32 kg

Product WAECO CFX-95DZ2

Ref Number CFX-95DZ2

FIRST PORTABLE FRIDGE/ 
FREEZER MONITORING APP
The CFX-95DZ2 app allows you to monitor and 

control your fridge whilst on the move.

This app is exclusive to the CFX-95DZ2 fridge and 

freezer and is available to download on your Android 

or iOS phone or tablet. 

Key features include:

 Monitoring both compartment temperatures 

 Setting both compartment temperatures 

 Alarm function

NEW! CFX-95DZ2 
INSULATED 
PROTECTIVE 
COVER

Wi-Fi
enabled

Product Insulated protective cover

Ref Number CFX-IC95DZ2


